
 

 

 
APPENDIX 2 – SPECIALISTS‟ BRIEF FOR REVIEW OF OPTIONS, 

AND SUBSEQUENT NOTE 
 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Note to: PP2O Environmental/Social Consultants 
 
From: Sylvia Allan 
 
Subject: Notes on Review of Route Options 
 
Date: 20th April 2011 

 

 
 
The purpose of this note is to clarify a few points around the work you are doing in relation to the review of the 
additional route options for the PP2O Project. 
 

1. The “routes” to be investigated are nominally 200m wide, around the centreline of the routes on the 
latest maps provided by Opus, except that the preferred option is to be considered with its current 
design. For the other three options, please assume you are looking at the area 100m on each side of 
the centreline, but also take into account the receiving environment beyond this to the extent that it 
would be affected by an expressway within the route. The extent of the receiving environment may 
differ depending on your particular specialisation (i.e. probably greater for social and cultural effects 
than for effects on ecological values). 
 

2. Please note that, to be comparable, the four routes will need to all be assessed as covering the same 
equivalent “length”.  This means that each assessment will need to cover the complete route 
(including in some options, parts of the preferred option, and also making reasonable assumptions 
about improvements to SH1 at the northern end up to where Alignment A, the eastern blue route, 
meets SH1 beyond the current PP2O boundary). 
 

3. I note that Opus has provided constraints maps.  To the extent that this information is relevant to the 
evaluation of the options now being looked at, you will need to confirm that information and add any 
additional information that you consider relevant, for your assessment. 
 

4. When considering impediments or fatal flaws, it is important to note that the 200m width you are 
looking at allows for route options within it. A true fatal flaw would have to stretch right across the 
200m width and be unavoidable. 
 

5. I have asked that you: 

 
 “review the existing information on the route options and undertake whatever 
investigations are needed to bring the technical specialist up to a state of knowledge to be 
able to describe and coarsely evaluate the options (suggest a scale ++, +, 0, –, – –)  with 
descriptions as below, identifying the key considerations that led to their conclusion.   
 
 

Notation Interpretation 

++ Route option is, on average, very good in terms of this attribute 

+ Route option is, on average, good in terms of this attribute 

0 Route option is neutral, or neither good or problematic, on average, in 
terms of this attribute 

– Route option includes, on average, minor or intermediate issues or 
concerns in terms of this attribute 



 

 

– – Route option includes, on average, major or intermediate issues or 
concerns in terms of this attribute 

 
 
Note that experts may wish to reach an overall conclusion by first evaluating different sub-
sections of options, or by considering different aspects of their area of expertise.  Their 
methods should be briefly recorded.” 
 
This is a coarse assessment method which is just to help us gain an overview of the individual experts’ 
first-cut relative evaluation of the options (it is nothing like the MCAT that has been used to choose 
between detailed design options). Don’t get too worried about this assessment – just apply your best 
judgment. 
 

6. The attribute is to be defined in terms of your area of expertise, taking into account all the aspects 
that you would normally take into account when doing an assessment of effects on the environment. 
In your report, can you explain what you have taken into account, and the particular considerations 
that have led you to the score that you have give for each option. 
 

7. It is almost certain that we will have to proceed to a workshop where we will do a more 
comprehensive MCA assessment. If that is the case, your assistance will be needed in refining the 
attributes, scoring them and looking at possible weighting systems. 
 

Please contact me if you have any questions about the general purpose of what we are doing (or questions 
that Vanessa can’t answer!). 
 
 
 
Sylvia Allan 
 
sylvia.allan@ihug.co.nz          ph 021 665 155     
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